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EDIToRIAL XVI WoRLD WATER CoNGRESS 
Callum Clench, executive director

As our attention is now fully on the XVI World Water Congress taking place in 
Cancun, Mexico, from May 29th to June 3rd, it is also timely to reflect on the 
theme of this year’s Congress: Bridging Science and Policy. We live in what can feel 
like increasingly uncertain times. The world is constantly changing around us at a 
startling rate. Changes in technology, population, and consumption can result in 
climate change, increasing levels of pollution and shifts in geo-politics. From the 
perspective of managing water resources, the resulting challenges are enormous. 
For policy makers it is no longer possible to rely on the status quo, assuming that 
existing policies are still effective or able to deal with new challenges brought on by 
urbanisation, emerging pollutants and more frequent severe weather events.

Having recently returned from Cape Town I was reminded once again of how 
difficult it can be to ensure water supply to growing urban environments. Following 
an extended period of lower than average rainfall, the water reservoirs serving Cape 
Town and the Western Cape are currently down to less than 20% usable supply 
(or less than 100 days’ supply). On March 3rd Mayor Patricia de Lille declared 
the city a disaster area. However, following this declaration, dam levels dropped 
by 1.4% in the space of a week with residents consuming 750 million litres a day‚ 
outstripping a target of 700 million litres per day set by the city. On top of this, the 
city is monitoring the water quality of the Rietvlei Water Area after discovering a 
potentially toxic algal bloom in the water. The “vlei” has been temporarily closed for 
recreational activities after toxins associated with the algae were found.

Meanwhile, in other parts of the world there are water restrictions in place due 
to severe flooding. In Auckland, New Zealand, on top of recent revelations that 
wastewater and raw sewage flow into the Waitemata Harbour almost every time it 
rains due to 100 year old combined storm water and waste water pipes, Ardmore 
water treatment plant was knocked back to half its processing capacity due to three 
“rain bombs” in early March. These severe storms overwhelmed the plant with silt 
and devastated homes and businesses in West Auckland. City residents are being 
asked to cut their consumption by 20 litres per day while engineers work to restore 
normal supply. Furthermore, Peru is experiencing the worst flooding in 20 years 
along its coastal region, with at least 72 fatalities so far. An unusual bout of heavy 
rains powered by El Niño conditions have drenched parts of Peru with 10 times 
more rainfall than normal, causing rivers to overflow, and mudslides to destroy 
roads and farms. This has resulted in the loss of both water and electricity supplies 
for many small villages along the northern coast.
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These events are not uncommon these days, and are examples of some of the 
challenges facing both developing and developed parts of the world. It is therefore 
more important than ever that policy makers start shaping new effective polices 
for water management based on sound science. This means working with water 
experts from environment agencies, research institutes and universities, as well as 
with legal experts, to develop policies that are adaptive, that encourage innovation, 
and that also try to anticipate future changes. Burying our heads in the sand about 
the changes taking place in the world does not make them go away, just as it is not 
possible to turn back the clock to some idealised point in the past currently viewed 
through rose coloured glasses. Policy makers need to be empowered to collaborate 
across government departments and sectors, emerging from the traditional silo 
mentalities that lead to ineffective policies on cross cutting issues like water resource 
management.

It is our hope that the XVI World Water Congress in Cancun will help to further 
build the dialogue between scientists and policy makers, as the latest research on 
water resource management is presented by both water and legal experts. This is 
necessary to help strengthen the arguments for governments everywhere to take 
positive action to address these issues in constructive ways. See you in Mexico!
Furthermore IWRA Board members were present at the COP22 meeting in 
Marrakech where water featured heavily, and then also at the World Water Council’s 
60th Board of Governors meeting in Marseille and the Budapest Water Summit in 
Hungary. These were all great opportunities to meet with representatives from other 
organisations and to discuss ways of collaborating with them in future. It is expected 
that a number of new MoUs will be signed in the coming 12 months.

Finally, as we look forward to the year ahead, the XVI World Water Congress in 
Cancun, Mexico, of course features prominently in our calendar. Registration is 
now open and I hope to see as many of you there as possible. It is shaping up to be 
one of best Congresses to date. The Congress is now also clearly earmarked as a key 
milestone on the road to the 8th World Water Forum in Brasilia in 2018, meaning 
that a number of associated preparatory events will be taking place in Mexico; 
another great example of collaboration.

So as we approach our half century, let’s continue to work together across this broad 
international water community to ensure that we continue to use sound science to 
develop strong policies for water management. This can only be done with all of 
your on-going support, participation and collaboration. See you in May 2017 in 
Cancun!
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The Organising Committee of the XVI World Water Congress,  
composed of   

the International Water Resources Association (IWRA),  
the National Water Commission of Mexico (CONAGUA)   

and the National Association of Water and Sanitation Utilities of Mexico (ANEAS)   
is pleased to invite you to participate in the Congress  

to be held in ICC Cancun Convention Centre in Cancun, Quintana Roo,  
from 29 May to 3 June 2017.

Cancun - Mexico

29 May - 3 June, 2017

REMINDER

REGISTRATIoN

Xvi World Water Congress

We look forward to your participation!
follow the link to the registration platform : 
 iwra2017.xporegistro.com

http://iwra2017.xporegistro.com/
http://iwra2017.xporegistro.com/


oPENING CEREMoNY

formally introducing the Xvi World Water Congress, this plenary event will 
include welcoming speeches and keynote presentations from the organisers, water 
ministries, presidents and directors from water organisations and institutions, 
Mexican officials and other distinguished representatives. it will address the current 
challenges and priorities for water science and policy from around the world, and 
set the scene for the Congress itself.
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GENERAL PRoGRAMME

Xvi World Water Congress

http://iwra2017.xporegistro.com/
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hIGh LEVEL PLENARY PANELS

1. Plenary session - High level Panel on Water and the SDGs
Monday, 29 May, 12:40 pm - 2:10 pm

Moderator: Torkil Jonch Clausen

speakers: 
•  h.E. Luis Alberto Arce Catacora, Minister, Ministry of economy and Public 

finance, Bolivia
•  Luis Carranza Ugarte, executive President, development Bank of latin 

america (Caf) 
•  Torgny holmgren, executive director, stockholm international Water 

institute (siWi) 
•  Karin Krchnak, director, freshwater Program, WWf 
•  Federico Properzi, Chief technical adviser, Un-Water 
•  Roberto Ramirez de la Parra, director general, ConagUa

2. Plenary session - High level Panel on Water and Climate Change
Tuesday, 30 May, 10:50a m - 12:20 pm

Moderator: Cecilia Tortajada

speakers: 
•  Dogan Altinbilek, vice-President, World Water Council, iWra Past President
• Eugenio Barrios, director of the Water Programme, WWf, Mexico
•  Jean-Didier Berthault, vice-President, Paris region sanitation Corporation 

(the Megacities alliance for Water and Climate)
•  Jose Carrera, vice-President, social development, development Bank of latin 

america (Caf)
•  Jean-François Donzier, executive secretary, international network of Basin 

organizations (the global alliance for Water and Climate)
•  Peter h. Gleick, President emeritus & Chief scientist, Pacific institute, United states
•  Neil Grigg, Professor, Colorado state University, United states
•  Jason Morrison, Head, Ceo Water Mandate Un global Compact (the 

Business alliance for Water and Climate)

3. Plenary session - High level Panel on Water and Business
Tuesday, 30 May, 12:40 pm - 2:10 pm

Moderator: Pierre-Alain Roche

speakers:
•  Ramon Aguirre Diaz, director general, Mexico City Water Company-

saCMeX, Mexico
•  Diane d’Arras, President, iWa, suez director for europe, france
•  Mamadou Dia, President, aquafed, former Ceo of senegalaise des eaux, 

senegal (tbc)
•  hak Soo Lee, President, K-Water, south Korea
•  Gorkhmaz huseynov, President, azersu Company, azerbaijan (tbc)
•  Jason Morrison, Head, Un global Compact Ceo Water Mandate, United states
•  Philip Gichuki, Ceo, nairobi City Water & sewerage Company ltd, Kenya

Xvi World Water Congress
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4. Plenary session - High level Panel on Integrated Water Resources 
Management (IWRM)
Wednesday, 31 May, 12:40 pm - 2:10 pm

Moderator: Torkil Jonch Clausen

speakers:
•  Catarina de Albuquerque, executive Chair, sanitation and Water for all 
•  Benedito Braga, state secretary for sanitation and Water resources, state of 

sao Paulo 
•  Claudia Patricia ochoa Campuzano, director, Water and environment, 

Centre of science and technology of antioquia, Colombia 
•  Veronica Irastorza, associate director, nera economic Consultants, Mexico
•  Blanca Jiménez-Cisneros, director, Water resources, UnesCo-iHP 
•  Jerry Priscoli, Chairperson, gWP technical Committee 
•  Mark Smith, director, global Water Programme, international Union for 

Conservation of nature (iUCn) 
•  James Spalding, director general, itaipu Binacional, Paraguay

5. Plenary session - High level Panel on the Water-Energy-Food Nexus
Thursday, 1 June, 12:40 pm - 2:10 pm

Moderator: Rabi Mohtar

speakers:
•  Carl Ganter, Ceo, Circle of Blue
•  Astrid hillers, Program Manager, global environment facility-gef
•  Antonio Embid Irujo, Professor of law, University of Zaragoza, spain
•  Louise Karlberg, director, swedish environment institute international (seii)
•  Liber Martin, Professor, national University of Cuyo, argentina
•  Saeed Nairizi, President, international Commission on irrigation and drainage 

(iCid)
•  Diego J. Rodriguez, senior Manager, the World Bank
•  Will Sarni, President, the Water foundry lCC, United states
•  Raya Stephan, international Water law expert

PARALLEL SESSIoNS (regular + special sessions)

With more than 50 regular and another 50 special sessions throughout the entire 
week, these sessions will present over 250 scientific and policy papers addressing 
multiple topics aiming to promote the use of sound science to help develop strong 
water policies. download the latest complete special sessions list here. in addition, 
100 posters will also be presented and exhibit in Cancun, while multiple side-
events are being organized.

Xvi World Water Congress

www.iwra.org/doc/WWCongress_SSwebsite.xlsx
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SPECIAL EVENTS  
INCLUDED WITh YoUR REGISTRATIoN

Welcome Reception 
Monday, May 29th, 7:30 pm - 9:00 pm
Hosted at a beach side venue, this reception will offer a unique opportunity to enjoy 
a wonderful evening after the first day of the Congress and enjoy a relaxed place 
to meet other participants, share a drink and network in a friendly atmosphere.

IWRA Awards Ceremony 
Thursday, June 1st, 3:30 pm - 5:00 pm
since 1971, iWra constantly recognises distinguished water researchers, 
professionals, organisations and institutions for their contributions and excellence 
towards water management. iWra’s main prizes awarded at the World Water 
Congresses are the Crystal drop award (for individual or organisation contributions 
to the improvement of water resource management); the ven te Chow Memorial 
award and lecture, which provides for an outstanding lecture from a distinguished 
individual in honour of our first president; and the Water international Best Paper 
award.

Gala Dinner 
Thursday, June 1st, 7:30 pm - 11:00 pm
this event is open to all participants to the Congress. it will be held at an iconic 
venue in Cancun including local flavours, traditional dances and Mexican spirits. 
availability is limited to a certain number of places based on a “first come first 
served” basis, so register quickly to secure your seat at the table.

Field Trip 
Saturday, June 3rd, Aktun Chen deep wells or “cenote”
this visit will take place to the nearby water cave, “aktun Chen”, in the region of 
Cancun. “Cenote” comes from the Mayan word “dzonot” which means “deep” 
wells. Mainly created by erosion of soft and porous limestone, these fresh water 
wells were a source of life and the centre of communion with the gods for the 
Mayans. Numbers are limited for this field trip, so register quickly for the Congress to 
secure your place.

Xvi World Water Congress

View of cancun, Quintana roo ©rights reserved
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EXTENDED LIST oF PARTICIPANTS 

the list of distinguished speakers is being finalised, including invitees from various 
water ministries (China, Mexico and senegal); international organisations (World 
Water Council, World Bank, WWf, UnesCo-iHP, siWi, oeCd, iUCn, gWP, 
Caf), academia (Colorado state University, lee Kuan yew, texas a&M) and civil 
society.

around 1,500 attendees are expected in Cancun, maximising the ability of 
participants to network with other attendees to share experiences, promote 
discussion, and present new knowledge, research and developments in the field of 
water policy and science from around the world.

ramon aguirre president aneaS

aziza akhmouch Head of unit - SdGs, water and local public 
Services

oecd

Catarina de albuquerque executive chair Sanitation and water for all

dogan altinbilek Vice-president world water council

luis arce finance Minister Bolivia

asma Bachikh president world Youth parliament for water

eugenio Barrios director of public policy, corporate & Social 
engagement

wwf Mexico

diane d’arras president international water association

Jean-didier Berthault Vice-president paris Sanitation corporation

Benedito Braga president world water council

stephano Burchi executive chairman international association for water law

Jose Carrera Vice-president development Bank of latin america

torkil Jønch Clausen chair of the thematic commission 8th world water forum

gabriel eckstein chair international Scientific committee, world water congress

Jerome delli-Priscolli chair Gwp technical committee

Jean-françois donzier executive Secretary international network of Basin organisations

amadou Mansour faye Minister for water resources and Sanitation Senegal

torgny Holmgren executive director Stockholm international water institute

neil grigg professor colorado State university

Blanca Jimenez-Cisneros director, water division uneSco

Karin Krchnak director of the freshwater program world wildlife fund uSa

simon langan director of the water program institute for applied Systems analysis

Patrick lavarde president iwra

Haksoo lee ceo/president K-water/asia water council

soontak lee president international Hydrologic environmental Society

yuanyuan li General director institute of water resources & Hydropower planning, china

guihua lu Vice-minister for water resources people’s republic of china

rabi Mohtar teeS research endowed professor texas a&M university

saeed nairizi president international commission on irrigation and drainage

roberto olivares General director aneaS

federico Properzi un water un

roberto ramirez de la Parra General director conaGua

alfonso rivera chief Hydrogeologist Geological Survey of canada

diego J. rodriguez Senior water resources Management Specialist the world Bank

Paulo salles co-president 8th world water forum

William sarni advisor on water Strategy & technology innovation water foundry

Mark smith director of the Global water program international union for conservation of nature

andrás szöllösi-nagy chair international Hydrological programme, uneSco

Cecilia tortajada Senior research fellow, institute of water policy lee Kuan Yew School of public policy, Singapore

Jun Xia academician chinese academy of Sciences

victor Hugo alcocer yamanaka deputy director for technical issues conaGua

Xvi World Water Congress
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LoGISTICAL INFoRMATIoN 

Here is a checklist to help participants plan to get the most out of the Congress 
and ensure a smooth stay in Cancun:

Visa and passport information: 
www.gob.mx/tramites/migracion-visa-y-pasaporte

Accommodation: 
there are many accommodation options in Cancun. We have recommended a 
number of places to stay on the Congress website:
www.worldwatercongress.com/accommodation.htm 

Arrival at Cancun: 
familiarise yourself with Cancun international airport and local transportation 
options: www.worldwatercongress.com/travel.htm

Accompanying programme: 
if you are coming with some company, rest assured that there multiple tourist 
activities available for them, including visiting the archaeological zone of tulum, 
or the ecological Park of “Xcaret”: www.worldwatercongress.com/accprog.htm

For the latest updates and news, please visit the Congress website 
www.worldwatercongress.com – and follow us on twitter (twitter.com/WWCongress) 
or facebook (facebook.com/WWCongress). 

invitations will also be sent out to registered participants to download the 
Congress app for their smart phones or tablets. this app will be the best way 
to stay up to date on the Congress programme and content, to connect with 
other participants, and to access other Congress information.

We look forward to welcoming you to Cancun, Mexico, 
from May 29th to June 3rd 2017!

Xvi World Water Congress

arcHaeoloGical area - cancun ©rights reserved
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ANNoUNCEMENT oF  
ThE 2015 BEST PAPERS AWARDS

following a rigorous review, the difficult decision to select the annual Water 
International best paper and honourable mention awards has been made:

Best Paper Awardee
China’s Southbound Transboundary River Basins: A Case of Asymmetry
Mirja Kattelus, Matti Kummu, Marko Keskinen, aura salmivaara & olli varis

this highly interesting paper presents an overview of the contemporary societal 
and environmental development situation in the six major transboundary 
river basins that drain south from China: the red river, Mekong, salween, 
irrawaddy, ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna and indus. the overall societal and 
environmental vulnerability of the basins is assessed using multidimensional river 
basin vulnerability analysis. the analysis shows that while China has a fairly 
low level of vulnerability in these basins, its downstream influence is substantial. 
this setting offers a plethora of opportunities for transboundary cooperation 
and calls for a high level of responsibility from the upstream riparian countries.
 
honourable Mention Awardee
Using water insecurity to predict domestic water demand in the 
Palestinian West Bank
s. e. galaitsi, annette Huber-lee, richard M. vogel & elena n. naumova
 
this well written and interesting paper presents to examine the relationship 
between price elasticity, water insecurity and domestic water demand in the 
Palestinian West Bank. Water insecurity weights were defined and quantified 
for each household interviewed for use in a multivariate regression model. the 
model demonstrated that (1) a water insecurity variable improves the ability to 
estimate price elasticity and that (2) increased water insecurity leads to higher 
levels of household water demand. the findings suggest that policy-makers can 
influence domestic water demand by addressing the supply constraints that 
underlie domestic water insecurity.
 
Certificates will be given to the winning authors or their representatives at the 
forthcoming IWRA XVI World Water Congress.

Xvi World Water Congress
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NEW WoRLD WATER CoNGRESS BRoChURE

iWra has recently published a new Congress brochure with updated information 
and details on the Xvi World Water Congress both in english and spanish. this 
brochure includes welcoming messages from the Congress’s international scientific 
Committee and steering Committee, as well as the following highlights:

• List of distinguished participating speakers and organisations
• General programme
• Registration process
• Accommodation
• Local transportation
• Visa requirements
• Programme for accompanying persons
• Much more

INVITATIoN FoR MEMBERS To PARTICIPATE IN ThE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Following the Closing Ceremony for the XVI World Water Congress, on Friday June 2nd, IWRA will hold its 2017 General 
Assembly for members. This meeting will present the work and activities of IWRA’s Executive Board and Committees, its 
Geographical Chapters (including the official launch of the South America Chapter), the different projects and initiatives, 
IWRA’s revised constitution and bylaws, among other things. The General Assembly is free and open to all members present 
in Cancun or remotely through GoToWebinar. Invitations will be sent out shortly.

IWRA

Xvi World Water Congress

http://iwra.org/doc/XVIWWCongress_brochureEN.pdf
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intervieW  
Xvi World Water Congress
roberto olivares, director general, aneas,  
co-organiser of the Xvi World Water Congress

> What is ANEAS and what is its main role?
aneas is a non-profit civil association created 36 years ago that represents 
and defends the interests of the Mexican drinking water and sanitation systems.
aneas promotes the interests of its partners with the three tiers of government, 
organisations, national and international institutions in order to contribute 
to the development, competitiveness and sustainability of public, private or 
mixed water service Utilities. 

> Why is ANEAS co-organising the XVI World Water Congress?
firstly, because we know and recognise iWra’s global prestige, an organisation 
that brings together researchers, scientists, academics, experts and those 
interested in water issues. secondly, aneas intends to jointly contribute with 
this important institution to promote it in this Xvi World Water Congress. the 
presence of the most outstanding of the water sector in the world will help to 
promote among decision makers the theme of water in Mexico.

> What type of results and outcomes do you envision from this Congress?
the most important thing is to know the experts’ opinion about global water 
problems as well as their potential solutions; this process will undoubtedly 
have a positive impact on public water policies in Mexico.
the conclusions we hope to have are related to the emphasis on enforcing 
water principles such as: integrated Water resources Management, basin 
management, water security, the human right to water, which must reinforce 
the timely review of the water legal regime, as well as investments and the 
priority that can be given to this sector.

> In your view, why is the Science-Policy Interface for Water Resources so important?
it is essential for studies, research and scientific discoveries to be developed 
and transformed into practical aspects, enabling these processes to transcend 
the field of practice and make this linkage to benefit the community. Public 
policies must be underpinned by two legal systems (rule of law) and on the 
analysis of the best available scientific and technological knowledge.

> What are Mexico’s greatest challenges and priorities when it comes to water 
resources?
the major challenge is to fully comply with the integrated management of 
water resources and watershed management through the decentralisation of 
decision-making. the priority is to guarantee water security and the human 
right to water based on a long-range strategic plan that makes possible the 
progressive component in realising these postulates.

Roberto Olivares 
Currently, Roberto 
Olivares is Director 
General of the National 
Association of Water 
and Sanitation Utilities 
of Mexico (ANEAS), 
Coordinator of the Water 
Operator Partnerships 
(WOP’s) Programme 
Mexico, Adviser of 
the Latin American 
Association of Water 
and Sanitation Operators 
(ALOAS), President of 
the International Water 
Association (IWA) Mexico, 
and Governor of the World 
Water Council (WWC). 
Since 1991, he has been 
working in the water 
and sanitation sector, 
and also been involved 
in the development 
of programmes and 
courses related to water 
resources. He holds a 
civil engineer graduate 
degree, a Master’s degree 
in Civil Service and Social 
Communication, and 
other diplomas in Social 
Communications, Public 
Finances and Human 
Resources Management.

Xvi World Water Congress
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oeCd Water governanCe 
initiative, 12-13 JanuarY 2017, 
raBat, Morocco

in January, the iWra was invited to the 8th meeting of the 
oeCd’s Water governance initiative (Wgi), which is an 
international multi-stakeholder network of around 130 
delegates from public, private and not-for-profit sectors 
gathering twice a year. the initiative aims to provide a 
multi-stakeholder technical platform to share knowledge, 
experience and best practices on water governance 
across all levels of government.

the meeting was held at the headquarters of the 
delegated Ministry for Water, rabat, Morocco, and 
was attended by 75 participants. in total, 14 countries 
were represented as well as major stakeholder groups 
and organisations within and outside the water sector. 
given the close links between science and policy, the 
meeting also offered an opportunity to promote the  
Xvi World Water Congress and its sessions on 
governance. no less than twelve sessions will focus on 
governance issues in Cancun; one of which is organized 
by the Wgi to support the release of the special issue 
of Water International on water governance, where 
authors will discuss the key messages from their papers.

on this occasion, the iWra executive director and 
Projects officer also took part in the two workshops 
on Best Practices, and on indicators: the iWra intends 
to launch a working group in the very near future, to 
contribute to this initiative by leveraging the expertise 
and experience of our members.

We would like to congratulate the entire Wgi team for 
a productive meeting. despite a packed agenda, the 
meeting ran very smoothly. We also thank the delegated 
Ministry for Water for its warm welcome.

Un Water Meeting,  
6-7 feBruarY 2017,  
GeneVa, Switzerland

iWra’s executive director, Callum Clench, also attended 
the biannual Un Water meeting in geneva in february, 
to find out more about progress against various Un 
Water activities, including preparations for World Water 
and World toilet days, and to find out the implementation 
of the 2030 agenda and monitoring and reporting of 
water and sanitation in the sdgs. iWra also promoted 
the Xvi World Water Congress as an event for Un-
Water’s possible engagement.

sUMérgete 2017, 
22-25 MarcH 2017, SantiaGo, cHile

in the framework of sumérgete 2017 on the road to 
Brasilia 2018 and the Water Week in Chile, Professor 
guillermo donoso (iWra Board Member) represented 
the association in santiago at the gabriela Mistral 
Cultural Centre. Prof. donoso actively promoted the 
upcoming Xvi World Water Congress and participated 
22-23 March to various sessions engaging with youth 
and young professionals and was a key contributor 
towards the construction of the Chilean Water letter. the 
establishment of an iWra Chapter in south-america was 
also promoted and further developed.

in International Water Events, including the Congress promotion

Xvi World Water Congress
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latest actiVitieS

World Water day/ WeBinar, 
22 MarcH 2017

to celebrate the 2017 World Water day, iWra hosted a dedicated webinar on 
this year’s Un-Water theme – “Why Waste Water?”. our speakers represented a 
range of sectors, including policy makers, water managers, and the civil society. 
the Webinar also featured two new publications (Un’s World Water development 
report (WWdr) on ‘Wastewater: the untapped resource’, and oeCd’s ‘diffuse 
Pollution, degraded Waters - emerging Policy solutions’). While our speakers 
came to the issue from many different backgrounds, everyone agreed that 
wastewater was an understudied and underutilized resource. there are certainly 
areas for public safety concern, particularly around pharmaceuticals, although 
many successful case studies from around the world showcased practical 
solutions, including water reuse for agricultural purposes, for example. the panel 
also shared that improved study and regulation can improve our relationship 
with wastewater and bring real environmental and economic advantages, as this 
universal resource becomes part of the circular economy.

this webinar featured John Payne (Consultant, United nations industrial 
development organization, World Water development report), gabriel eckstein 
(Professor, law department, texas a&M University), Matthijs Wessels (Junior 
Member, scientific Programme Committee, World Water Week 2017), Hannah 
leckie (Policy analyst, Water team, oeCd), and Marie sagen (Programme officer, 
Water supply & sanitation services, international Water association). More than 
100 participants contributed to this webinar and engaged on discussions, built 
awareness and explored together with the speakers the challenges and priorities 
on wastewater and reuse, representing various international organisations and 
institutions from all regions of the world. 

> A recording of the webinar will soon be made available on our website.

in International Water Events, including the Congress promotion

Xvi World Water Congress
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latest actiVitieS
in International Water Events, including the Congress promotion

several members of iWra’s Board of directors were 
invited to participate in the 1st Baku international Water 
Week and 4th international steering Committee Meeting 
of the 8th World Water forum, held in azerbaijan 
from March 14th to 18th. these events were organised 
by azersu, which has been an institutional member of 
iWra since 2016.

iWra’s President, Patrick lavarde, gave a keynote 
speaker in the opening Ceremony during the 1st Baku 
international Water Week, which was attended by several 
hundred participants representing countries from 4 
continents. Both Patrick lavarde and iWra Past President, 
dogan altinbilmek, also engaged in the discussions 
during the 4th international steering Committee Meeting 
of the 8th World Water forum on March 16th.

as a result, Mr. lavarde’s visit to azerbaijan provided 
yet another important opportunity to meet with high level 
people and key world water organisations and institutions 
to promote the upcoming Xvi World Water Congress in 
Cancun, Mexico. the Congress is recognised as a major 
stepping stone to the 8th World Water forum being held 
in Brasilia in March 2018.

> Mr. Patrick Lavarde, IWRA President, addressing the audience 
during the Opening Ceremony of Baku International Water Week.

> Mr. Huseynov, Chairman of Azersu, explaining Mr. Braga, President 
of the World Water Council, and Mr. Lavarde, President of IWRA, about 
the largest ultra-filtration water treatment plant of the world in Baku.

> From left to right:  Ahmet Mete Saatçi, IWRA Board Member, 
Dogan Altinbilek, IWRA Past President, Patrick Lavarde, IWRA 
President, and Guy Fradin, IWRA Secretary General, attending the 
Baku International Water Week.

road to tHe 8tH World Water forUM in Brasilia, 
2018, BaKu, azerBaiJan
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> Xiii World Water Congress, 1-4 SepteMBer 2008, Montpellier, france

Xvi World Water Congress

> exhibitors space with participants wondering around between sessions

> awards ceremony during the  
Xiii world water congress

> cocktail reception table with participants 
ready for the welcoming toast

> iwra awards being displayed, including 
the distinguished crystal drop and plaques 
for Best papers

> panel discussion exchanges with the 
audience in Montpellier

> Main conference room with almost full capacity during a high-level discussion 
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PHoto GallerY

> Xiv World Water Congress, 25-29 SepteMBer 2011, porto-da-GalinHaS, Brazil

> Main entrance of the congress centre where 
the XiV world water congress took place

> iwra crystal drop award being handed 
during the dedicated ceremony

> distinguished speakers invited addressing the general audience on the stage of main congress room

> iwra representatives and invitees at the association’s stand in Brazil
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> Xv World Water Congress, 22-25 MaY 2015, edinBurGH, Scotland

> Spectacular sunset picture of edinburgh’s city center and the edinburgh castle behind

> iwra awards ceremony being held during the XV world water congress 

> iwra members and invitees posing for a picture at the congress venue> iwra representatives and co-organisers working meeting on a private room



reSearcH articleS
•  Mortality awareness and water decisions: a social psychological analysis of 

supply-management, demand-management and soft-path paradigms,  
s. e. Wolfe & david B. Brooks - pages: 1-17

•  Incorporation of environmental flows in water allocation in Texas,  
ralph a. Wurbs - pages: 18-33

•  The river-border complex: a border-integrated approach to transboundary 
river governance illustrated by the Ganges River and Indo-Bangladeshi border, 
Kimberley anh thomas - pages: 34-53

•  Envisioning the future of cooperation on common rivers in South Asia: a 
cooperative security approach by Bangladesh and India to the Tipaimukh Dam, 
Mirza sadaqat Huda - pages: 54-72

•  The social conditions of self-organized utilities: water cooperatives in La Paz 
and El Alto, Bolivia, franck Poupeau & sébastien Hardy - pages: 73-91

coMMentarY
•  A new transboundary freshwater dispute before the International Court of Justice, 

tamar Meshel - pages: 92-96

Transboundary River Cooperation: Actors, Strategies and Impact
introduction
•  Introduction to ‘Transboundary River Cooperation: Actors, Strategies and Impact’, 

selina Ho - pages: 97-104

reView article
•  International water conflict and cooperation: challenges and opportunities,  

Jacob d. Petersen-Perlman, Jennifer C. veilleux & aaron t. Wolf - pages: 105-120

reSearcH articleS
•  Infrastructure development and the economics of cooperation in the Eastern Nile, 

Marc Jeuland, Xun Wu & dale Whittington - pages: 121-141

•  China’s transboundary river policies towards Kazakhstan: issue-linkages and 
incentives for cooperation, selina Ho - pages: 142-162

•  River activism, policy entrepreneurship and transboundary water disputes in Asia, 
Pichamon yeophantong - pages: 163-186

•  Dam diplomacy? China’s new neighbourhood policy and Chinese dam-building 
companies, Carla P. freeman - pages: 187-206

•  The remarkable restoration of the Rhine: plural rationalities in regional water 
politics, Marco verweij - pages: 207-221

•  The dilemma of autonomy: decentralization and water politics at the subnational 
level, scott M. Moore - pages: 222-239

call for noMinationS
•  Crystal Drop Award and Ven Te Chow Memorial Lecture - page: 240

PUBliCations & events
Water International  
Volume 42 issue 1 2017
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PUBliCations & events
by Members and Partners

Hydraulic Fracturing in the Karoo: Critical Legal and Environmental Perspectives, 
edited by glazewski J. and esterhuyse, s.
1-564, 2016

this publication explores a broad-ranging set of questions related to proposed hydraulic fracturing or ‘fracking’ in the 
Karoo. the book is multidisciplinary, with contributors including natural scientists, social scientists, and academics from 
the humanities, all concerned with the ways in which scientific facts and debates about fracking have been framed and 
given meaning. the underlying theme of this book is one of caution. it emphasises the need for collaboration between 
the natural and social sciences and the responsibilities of those charged with the implementation and governance of the 
fracking enterprise if south africa hopes to effectively manage fracking at all.

> Read more: 
newserver.juta.co.za/products/hydraulic-fracturing-in-the-karoo-critical-legal-and-environmental-perspectives

2nd Stakeholder Consultation 
Meeting for the 8th World 
Water Forum 
April 26-27, 2017. 
registration is open

during 26-27 april, 2017, the 2nd stakeholder 
Consultation Meeting for the 8th World Water forum 
is set to take place in Brasília, Brazil. the aim of this 
important meeting is to constitute a milestone to ensure 
comprehensive consultations and the engagement 
process that will lead to the 8th World Water forum (18-
23 March 2018).

to register and confirm your attendance to the 2nd 
stakeholder Consultation Meeting, kindly visit this link: 
www.worldwaterforum8.org/news/2nd-stakeholder-
meeting-register. 

for additional information, more details are available at 
www.worldwaterforum8.org or simple send an email to 
secretariat@worldwaterforum8.org.

the international Water resources association will 
actively be present at this event, not only promoting the 
Xvi World Water Congress as a major stepping stone in 
the ‘road to Brasilia’ but also in its capacity as a member 
of the theme Coordination group (tCg) for the Cross-
cutting theme “Capacity”, and in the topic Coordination 
for “Water Quality”.

ANEAS International 
Workshop on “Ecological 
engineering and climate 
risks” 
September 2017

in the lead-up to the CoP23 and the World Water forum, 
the Water agency of seine-normandy (aesn) organizes 
an international workshop on “ecological engineering 
and climate risks” in september 2017. Well aligned 
with the adoption of its strategy on adaptation to climate 
change promoting ecological engineering, aesn invites 
water actors, regional development and biodiversity 
professionals from multiple continents to gather during 
this workshop around projects based on ecological 
functionalities, and to take part to a collective debate on 
ecosystems in climate action. this meeting will promote 
the needed skill set, and help identify obstacles and 
incentives to develop ecological engineering solutions.

Xvi World Water Congress
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PUBliCations & events
by Members and Partners

huffington Post article - Callum Clench
2017: Water in the era of “post-truth” politics
Quoted from Huffington - Post: 01/04/2017 05:23 am 
et | Updated Jan 04, 2017

it goes without saying that 2016 was a remarkable year 
politically. assumptions about politics turned on their head. 
Many eminent minds will pore over the year’s events trying 
to understand both cause and effect. the most apparent 
consequent is uncertainty. it is a space from which few of 
us draw comfort. for those in the global water science and 
research arena, it is especially unsettling.

for too long, water has been seen as a fragmented 
resource. those in industry and politics often view it 
through a particular prism e.g. sanitation, agriculture, 
infrastructure, human health etc. rarely is water and its 
provision throughout the supply chain viewed holistically. 
Working in water we have to leave major decision-
making to politicians who, we hope, see the bigger 
picture. More often than not we are disappointed when 
we see decisions taken based on short term expediency 
over long term benefit.
the challenges of a fragmented resource landscape, 
then, has just become more complicated by the 2016 
dawn of post-truth politics.
 
the decision of the UK to leave the eU has thrown into 
jeopardy – or, at least prolonged uncertainty – ongoing 
British scientific involvement in pan-european water 
research projects. the UK’s university science capacity is 
first class; their access to the eU’s €80bn Horizon 2020 
funding programme is, however, in doubt.
 
leaders of the leave campaign dismissed scientists 
advocating eU research collaboration as “subsidy 
junkies” who “disgrace” themselves and “demean” their 
academic positions. We have yet to understand precisely 
how water research and policy may be affected by 
Brexit, but it is difficult to see how disruption to expert and 
scientific collaboration should be viewed as beneficial.
 
in the Us, President-elect trump has appointed a number 
of known climate change sceptics into senior roles of his 
incoming administration, including scott Pruitt at the helm 
of the federal environmental Protection agency (ePa). 
the campaign rhetoric of the President-elect suggests 
that the federal budget is likely to be slashed – including 

the $4bn the ePa allocates in research grants. He also 
suggested that he would relax ePa rules to divert river 
water to agricultural land in drought afflicted areas such 
as California. this would come at a potentially significant 
cost to the rivers and their ecosystems. in this ‘farmers 
versus fish’ fight, trump has made it clear whose side his 
administration will back.
 
in the politics of 2016 that played out on both sides of 
the atlantic, it was fashionable to vilify expertise. experts 
– scientists, economists and academics - were labelled, 
along with “elites”, as not being trustworthy. their 
contribution was dismissed as unnecessary, absurd, even 
rotten. in short experts were overrated; the knowledge 
they bring to an issue overstated.
 
it hardly needs to be said that this is not good for science, 
resource management and the common endeavour of 
progress. for those of us who work in water, either by 
trying to secure provision of safe drinking water, extending 
basic sanitation or unleashing the energy potential of 
water, now have an even greater task ahead. as experts 
in a critical resource, it appears we now have to diversify 
and become public relations and advocacy experts. in 
effect, our job looks set to include campaigning to ensure 
our best advice is not automatically dismissed by the self-
assured hubris of the post-truth era politician.
 
it has been always incumbent on us to provide the best 
information available for politicians and their electorates 
on water science and resource management. now we 
need to double our efforts to ensure that the information 
we provide is not reduced to simplified populist post-truth 
decisions, and where short-term gain does not bring on 
long term pain.
 
never has the science and policy interface required 
closer collaboration and trust. “Bridging science and 
Policy” is the timely theme of the international Water 
resource association’s triennial World Water Congress 
in Cancun, Mexico this year.
 
that water is a vital resource is undeniable. similarly, the 
expertise that sits behind the provision and safeguarding 
of finite water resources for agricultural, energy, public 
health and sanitation is no less vital. in the era of post-
truth politics, politicians should be careful not to throw the 
science out with the bath water.

Xvi World Water Congress
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PUBliCations & events
by Members and Partners

Nick Schofield’s advertising for new Program Manager

the University of new south Wales (UnsW) global Water institute (gWi) is currently 
seeking applications for a full-time Programs Manager. (applications close Monday 
3 april)

the newly established position will be responsible for the development and 
implementation of a range of research and education initiatives within australia and 
internationally.

in a fixed term position for 12 months, the Programs Manager will work closely with 
the gWi director to achieve the strategic objectives of the institute.

to be successful in this role you will have:
•  a relevant postgraduate tertiary qualification (Science, Engineering, Business 

administration or other relevant discipline) with a minimum of 7 years of relevant 
international work experience in sustainable water, environment or natural resources 
management (or an equivalent gained through any other combination of education, 
training and/or experience).

•  experience in formulating and implementing multi-disciplinary programs, projects, 
education and capacity development initiatives in developing countries in line with 
objectives and report on outcomes.

•  strong interpersonal and communication skills with proven ability to liaise with a 
diversity of stakeholders to build collaborative relationships, influence decisions and 
negotiate outcomes.

•  Substantial knowledge and experience in the workings and processes of international 
development organisations and donor agencies.

> For more information and to apply go to: 
www.globalwaterinstitute.unsw.edu.au/news/gwi-seeking-full-time-programs-manager

Xvi World Water Congress
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